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CONTACT ME!
latansani2020@gmail.com

07852 703585
latansani.com

Each ceremony is
created just for you,

personalised to
commemorate your

loved one in the
most respcctful way!



Your funeral
service will be so

personal, with the
history and

wishes of your
loved one at the

heart of the
commemoration.

It is so important for us to discover how you
foresee this occasion unfolding. At our first

meeting, I will listen to any specific ideas
that you have or wishes that have been made

explicit; I will ensure that all is handled
sensitively so that I can begin the crafting of

the order of service and  eulogy. 

PRICE FOR THIS SERVICE 
 START FROM £180 AND IS

COMPRISED OF:

Initial consultation

Depending upon your preferences, I could
draft a script for your approval. However,

for such an important occasion, I have found
it to be warmer and more compassionate to
deliver this respectful tribute, in person, on

your chosen day. 
You can trust that you are in the best hands.

The Tribute

I will be at the designated venue an hour 
 before the scheduled start, ready to be at

your service and ready to lead. Afterwards, I
will present you with a commemorative copy

of the tribute for you to freely distribute.

Conducting the Service

I write original
and sensitive

funeral services
and eulogies. I

can incorporate
poetry, lyrics,

readings as per
your wishes or

those which may
have been
outlined in
requests.



Civil Funerals are becoming
more commonplace in the UK,
as they are an alternative to a
religious or an atheist funeral

ceremony, or perhaps a
combination of both.

 I led the tributes and eulogy at
my own wonderful Mother's

funeral to make sure that this
beautiful lady had the service

that she had pre-determined. It
combined music - which meant

so much to her as well as the
important people who had

featured in her life - poems,
readings and even a most
unique video montage - a

pictorial chronology of a full
and vibrant life. It represented
her personality and life entirely

and left those gathered to
honour her in no doubt that she

did it her way!

With your help, I can place the
emphasis on the life of the

deceased, not the beliefs of me
as the person officiating. I write
each ceremony to capture the

essence of your loved one,
using words, perhaps a

specially written poem, music
and personal reminiscences

through a biography, gathered
with sensitivity and care for

those who are bereaved.

In a scheduled meeting with
those responsible for

organising the service, I help to
put into words, in the most

dignified manner, what needs
to be said. My services include

any necessary liaison with
funeral directors and

crematorium staff. If you are
planning a scattering of ashes
service, I will liaise with those
responsible for the proposed

site.


